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 · 
Gaynor Harris
January 31 at 7:48 PM

The group is being taken over by bonus
balls again if your sharing a link to one on
your page that's fine but if your running it
on the group then just ONE at a time
please guys Check if there is one up
before posting yours 
i had to stop running them myself due to
putting the group at risk with one of my
own being removed and a ban for a few
days i'll leave the ones now thats up but
after they are full and drawn i will be
removing them if more then one running 
thank you

Events
2 events are coming up.

SUN, MAR 6 AT 8 AM

Fancy And Flying Pigeo…

SAT, NOV 12 AT 9:15 AM

The Racing Pigeon Show

See all

Top posts

Cameron Watkins shared a post.
 · 

Definitely not giving them grit at home if they are picking off the 
grounds tbh

Shkodran Ilir Box
 · 

The first release of birds 2022 

7h
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3h

Andra Bradley
Wtf

3Like Reply

1 Reply

5h

Trevor Hart
They would be better off in the loft getting some proper
nutrients and grit really not ready for training

1Like Reply

View 20 more comments

Jonny Langham
38m · 

Looks like I’m been forced to leave the sport for good by the rpra for a 
comment I surposedly made about Mark Lyford yet I mentioned no 
names in my comment and wasn’t even his post and I don’t think it’s 
about pigeons 
So I contacted David bridges he advised me not to go send a email 
about my partner serious operation and wouldn’t be able to make it 
he rang to say don’t worry I will stand up for you and wil probably be a 
warning so I thanked him and put it to the back of… See more
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33m

Andy Cousins
Speechless tbh

Like Reply

28m

Trevor Taylor
Fuck leaving the sport because of mark lyford, he’s won
them and you have lost.!!!!

Remember the RPRA can ban the name but not the
address.

Change the racing name and be done. Don’t let the shit
houses win

4Like Reply

26m

Derek Tierney
Just drag the cunt out of his house and do him in the
scumbag never liked him first time I meet him at olr in
Ireland couldn’t take to him wank stain

2Like Reply

22m

Anthony Coburn
Derek Tierney no face no case.

Like Reply

22m

Sean Murdock
Derek Tierney that fuckers only been in pigeons 5
mins and all he has done is caused trouble ffs.

1Like Reply

25m

Liam Ward
Silly comments tbf no need for it is there

1Like Reply

13m

Jonny Langham
Liam Ward
I think you have mistaken me for someone who
gives a fcuk about what you think Liam

Author

2Like Reply

15m

Nathan Sinfield
Bloody hell this needs to be sorted ur region rep should
of sorted this?? But then the old guard stick together
sorry mate

1Like Reply

15m

Paul Imeson
Ruff do

Like Reply

13m

Shaun Stockley
I don’t know the in and ours. I wouldn’t leave the sport
because of anybody. But also I wouldn’t call people
names like child p*** boy..

Like Reply

11m

Scott Thomas
Change your racing name for example if you live on st
peters road have your racing name as st peters lofts and
put some other family on the loft number forms I knew
someone who used there grandchild and they do
nothing about it good luck

1Like Reply

9m

Shaun Stockley
I think also when you start naming people on Facebook
like this you are only making trouble for yourself. Anyone
can report your post which causes you untold hassle at
times. I see a certain other person is involved again 

Like Reply

8m

Leighton Smith
You can't be banned for anything you say on social
media accounts get hacked all time that might not be
you

Like Reply

1m

Scott Thomas
Listen everyone Facebook is a recorded conversation be
so careful what you put I like you know people who have
been dragged up before the rpra for less comments so
right or wrong be careful or loads of ya will be dragged
up at the end off the day it's a sport we love and nothing
worse than watching them go over on a Saturday and
not being in it ..
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Stephen O Brien
 · 

This years Class of 2022 
Weaned this morning
Heading to there new home at 
Who dares wins one loft race next week 
Gary Tomlinson

Yesterday at 1:16 PM

45
MichaelFeeney SafeHaven Lofts, Ionut Stanciu and 43 others

14 Comments
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1d

Andra Bradley
Very nice mate 1

Like Reply

1d

Ryan Barr
Good luck Stephen 

1Like Reply

View 7 more comments
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Charlotte Tatler
 · 

That’s a few moved over there not happy with the wind and cold but 
it’s better than getting scalped

Yesterday at 11:09 AM
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10h

John Hood
Looking good,people underestimate the skill involved
rearing a sizable young bird team,well done.

Like Reply

1 Reply

1d

Gary Dutton
Looking great young birds.

Like Reply
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Emma Ramsey
 · 

Just picked these 4 beauties up today from my mate in Barnsley! 
Herman Ceusters at their best. Thanks once again 
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Johannes Hendrik Schoeman, Vincent McConnell and 164
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1d

Roger Hepple
Awesome very very nice pigeons guys 

Like Reply

1d

Michael Derrick
Awesome you wont go wrong with them

Like Reply

View 26 more comments

Connor Muirhead
 · 

North Liverpool Fed presentation
Premier prize winners 2021.
Brilliant night. 
Muirhead Loft
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75Shaun Evo Evans, Darren May and 73 others 25 Comments
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5h

Michael Hannaway
 Graham Connor Wendy great

flying
Congratulations

Like Reply

1d

Stephen Walsh
Well done Connor and Graham Well deserved mate
great flying yet again

GIPHY

Like Reply

View 20 more comments

Garry Greenhow
 · 

Training the boy up

February 18 at 8:57 PM
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75Pirvu Ionut, Dave Bunker Brierley and 73 others 17 Comments
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1d

Andrew Byrne
Great job 

Like Reply

12h

Phillip Plummer
Great job from that young lad

Like Reply

View 1 more comment
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About

THIS SITE OFFERS THE OPPORTUNITY FOR
CLUBS OF ALL ORGANISATIONS TO POST
RESULTS AND ISSUES OF PIGEON INTEREST

Private
Only members can see who's in the group
and what they post.

Visible
Anyone can find this group.

General

Popular topics in this group

3 posts
#garndiffaith
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Mark Lyford


